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From battling toothaches while fighting the British, to having rotten teeth removed by his dentists,

the Father of His Country suffered all his life with tooth problems. Yet, contrary to popular belief, he

never had a set of wooden teeth. Starting at the age of twenty-four, George Washington lost on

average a tooth a year, and by the time he was elected president, he had only two left! In this

reverentially funny tale written in verse and based on Washington's letters, diaries, and other

historical records, readers will find out what really happened as they follow the trail of lost teeth to

complete tooflessness. Illustrated in watercolors with subtle humor by Brock Cole, the main story is

followed by a four-page time line featuring reproduced period portraits of Washington.
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There are lots of ways of chronicling the change in the national temperament, and one of them is

that when I was a kid it was the story of George Washington chopping down the cherry tree that was

what stood out. However, the inquiring minds of the nation's youth today are now going to be more

intrigued by the legend the first President had wooden teeth, which is precisely how Deborah

Chandra and Madeleine Comora, aided and abetted by Brock Cole's pictures, manages to teach

young readers a nice little lesson in the finer points of historiography.Told in four line verse, "George

Washington's Teeth" relates an imaginative set of encounters between General Washington and his



dentist as the number of teeth in the mouth of the Father of Our Country decreases one by one over

the years leading to Independence and the Presidency. Well, that is not entirely true since the

authors have Washington losing two teeth the night be crossed the Delaware, but that left him with

seven at that point in American history, which is a lucky number that fits the victory at Trenton.

Eventually Washington is elected President, which is good, but has no teeth left, which is bad

(especially when having your portrait painted). Fortunately, he comes up with a solution.The first

part of "George Washington's Teeth" is pretty whimsical, but then the last part of the book contains

a time line of important events in George Washington's life from his own letters, diaries, and

accounts.
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